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Dimensions don’t match ?
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respected
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What should be its geometry ?
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Homogeneous spacetime : Rabcd ;e = 0 ⇒ constant
curvature

Rabcd = Λ (gacgbd − gbcgad)

Dynamics-free spacetime is thus of constant curvature Λ,
not necessarily of zero curvature!

Minkowski (flat) is a prescription

Free − homogeneous spacetime is thus characterized by
constant curvature Λ→ dS/AdS
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Λ arises as a constant of spacetime structure on the same
footing as c.

It defines a Universal − invariant Length!

c binds Space and Time into space-time.

Λ curves it with constant curvature

All forces and dynamics free spacetime is maximally
symmtric and of constant curvature

Homogeneity therefore demands :

(i) Universal Velocity , c & (ii) Universal Length , Λ
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These are the two most fundamental constants, part of
space-time structutre

No other constant can claim this degree of
fundamentalness

Like c, Λ is free to have any value without reference to
anything else.

It has to be determined empirically by observation
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Bianchi identity

Diff. Geometry: D2 ≡ 0, Boundary of boundary is zero
(John Wheeler).

∇×∇φ = 0 ∇ · ∇ × ~A = 0

Similarly Bianchi Derivative of Rabcd vanishes

Bianchi identity : Rab[cd ;e] = 0. Taking trace
gacgbdRab[cd ;e] = 0 ⇒

Ga
b
;b = 0, Gab = Rab − 1

2Rgab
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Gab(≡ ∇2φ) + Λgab = κTab(≡ ρ); Ta
b
;b = 0

Tab is the source – Energy-momentum.

Then this is the GR : Einstein Gravity
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Einstein gravity

Entirely governed by spacetime curvature.

Can’t prescribe inverse square law, spacetime curvature
prescribes it

Λ at the same footing as Tab

Naturally comes as integration constant
Much acrobatics by Unimodular/Tracefree, Ellis et al and
Padmanabhan

Gravity is thus unique universal force linking to everything
that physically exists!

When Tab = 0, back to homogeneity.

Dynamics free state with constant curvature Λ
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Had Einstein ...

Had Einstein followed this geometric approach, he would
have recognised Λ, not a blunder but a true constant of
spacetime structure

Perhaps would have made the greatest prediction of all
times

The Universe will suffer accelerated expansion some
time in future!

Had that happened, not only would it have been most
remarkable

Spared of the great confusion, persisiting over 100 years
and still no sign of abetting
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Presence of gravity! Rabcd 6= 0 , curved

Constant curvature spacetime though maximally
symmetric has dynamics!

There is a break/discontinuity from flat to curved, zero to
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(Right) Viewpoint

Homogeneous spacetime, Rabcd ;e=0 : No dynamics/gravity
Maximally symmetric, constant curvature, Λ : dS/AdS

Inhomogeneous spacetime, Rabcd ;e 6=0 : Gravitational
dynamics

No break − Continuity : homogeneity to inhomogeneity

Constant velocity,NOT zero : Constant curvature, NOT
zero !

No Force ⇒ Universal Force : Homogeneity Rightarrow
Inhomogeneity
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How is Λ determined?

Λ can have any value that observation determines

Static uniform density dust Universe : ρcr − Λr = 0

This determines Λ = ρc > 0 , the present density!

In 1997, it was for the first time measured experimentally

It bears out all the observations beautifully

Most natural explanation for accelerating expansion

No need for anything dark (and sinister) energy!
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Two lengths

One is invariant and arising naturally as constant of
spacetime, Λ
The other is constructed by clubbing together three
constants, Planck length

Problem: Slated against Planck length Vacuum Energy
(VE): Tab = Λgab

Monumental discrapency and embarrassment,10120!

Should VE gravitate by adding Λgab on the right?

No independent existence, created by matter, Secondary
effect

Exactly on the same footing as gravitational field energy
(GFE) − self interaction

How does GFE gravitate in GR, not by a stress tensor?
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How should VE gravitate?

In GR, φ ∼ 1
r , Newton intact

What happened to self interaction/GFE, Gravitates how?

By curving 3-space : Einstein is Newton with 3-space
curved (arxiv:1206.0635)

GFE gravitates by enlarging framework, flat to curved
space
NOT by stress tensor

Principle : All secondary sources : gravitate by enlarging
framework NOT by stress tensor

So must do vacuum energy , and NOT by Λgab
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When framework is enlarged

Recall incorporation of m = 0 particle
Could not be accommodated in the existing framework,
enlarged framework required

Its inclusion required three enlargements :

(i) From space and time to space-time ⇒ SR
(ii)From flat to curved spacetime ⇒ GR
(iii)Uncertainty Principle QM

Lesson : Framework is enlarged in such a way that the
question gets automatically answered

The existing framework is included in the enlarged
Einstein is Newton with space curved , (arxiv:1206.0635)
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Back to vacuum energy

For VE, inertial density , ρ + p = 0

What happened when inertial mass , m = 0, particle?

Required new theory − SR to accommodate it

Thus inclusion of VE in gravitational interction

Would need enlarged framework of Quantum Gravity

This is the principle that asks for new theory
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While enlarging

Coming from flat to curved , Self interaction (GFE) and
m = 0 particle got automatically included with Newton
intact

Enlargement should keep GR intact and VE should get
automatically incorporated

Possible avenues :
(i) High energy effects ⇒ Higher dimensions
(ii) Space bending like a wire ⇒ discrete micro-structure −
”atoms of space”

VE could gravitate :
via higher dimensions, or micro-structure, or both!

Won’t know until QG emerges
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Λ liberated

Once Λ liberated from VE, it can have any value that
observations determine

In fact accelerating Universe should have been a prediction
rather than seeking explanation

Einstein could have done it had ...

Λ got observationally determined only after 80 years of GR
in 1997 !

Monumental embarrassment to a perceptive insight
In terms of Planck area the Universe measures 10120

units!
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What have we learnt?

Gravity not like any other force

Different because it is universal links to All

(i) Self interacts − GFE gravitates (ii) m = 0 particle also
feels it

The latter requires space to curve, That is precisely what
the former does

Two new aspects take care of each-other beautifully
leaving Newton’s inverse square law intact

Isn’t this sublime elegance, Greatest feat of human
thought!
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Newton’s Second Law does not apply, (passive)
gravitational mass not defined

Equality : mi = mpg is inadmissible, not pertinent

Universal force and Universal velocity do not obey
Newton’s laws

Principle of Equivalence : Existence of tangent space at
every point

Light doesn’t, what bends is space on which light freely
floats
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Total charge zero

For a classical force, total charge summed all over space
must vanish

Clearly it is so for electric force, how about gravity?

Charge is energy-momentum, always positive, it must be
balanced

Gravitational field − Self interaction must have opposite
negative polarity

This is why gravity is always attractive

Negative charge, non-localized, spread over whole space,
when summed would excatly balance positive charge (Tab)
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All universals be related

Principle: All universal things must be related (space, time,
gravity)

Is there anything else that is universal?

Quantum Principle − Unicertainty Principle

This should be related to space-time − should be derived
from it

This hasn’t happened, Quantum theory is incomplete

This completion would be the greatest enlargement
Rightarrow Quantum theory of spacetime/gravity
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Finally

Invariant velocity, c, created space-time background for
relativistic physics

Invariant length, Λ curved space-time for relativistic gravity

New invariance required to rope in Planck’s constant in
space-time structure

That would be the greatest synthesis : Quantum
space-time/gravity

That’s the challenge?

p q r s t u x {
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